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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
(1.1) 
In [lo], we proved that if 4(t) is monotone in (0, c) for some c > 0 and is of 
bounded variation in (c, CZJ) for every c > 0, then under certain conditions 
on the kernel k and certain restrictions on y, the integral 
I 
m 
x-+[F(x) - F(O)] dx 
1 
converges if and only if ji P’ d+(t) converges. In some cases, it is possible to 
relax the condition on d(t) regarding the monotone behavior near the origin, 
in a rather trivial manner. If k is bounded, k(x) = O(xB) as x + 0 and 
0 < y < /3, let 
I)(t) = ly+‘y O<t<l, O<E<Y, t > 1. 
Then 
= I” + 5:;. W) W), 
= 0(x-), x-co. 
Obviously the integrals j: tY d+(t) and j: x-y-V(x) dx converge absolutely. 
Hence in this case, the assumption, “$(t) in (1.1) be positive and decreasing 
in some neighborhood of the origin”, can be replaced by the weaker assump- 
tion that for some C, the function +(t) + Ct- VW satisfies that condition. The 
argument fails if E = 0. 
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In this connection some results of Heywood [9] are of special interest. If 4 
is absolutely continuous, (1.1) can be written as 
F(x) = j-= K(xt)f(t) dt. (1.2) 
0 
Heywood proved that if F(x) in (1.2) is the sine or the cosine transform off, 
then indeed, a one sided condition of the type f(t) > - Ct-y-1 (or 
f(t) < Ct-l) is sufficient. More specifically, he proved the following 
theorem [9, Theorem 21 for the sine transform: 
LetF(x) be the sine transform off(t) where tf(t) EL(O, 1) andf(t) EL(I, co). 
Then, if 1 < a < 2 or if 0 < a < 1 and 
the existence of 
f(t) > - ct-“, o<t<1, (1.3) 
implies that of 
s 
’ Wf(t) dt 
-0 
s 
+m 
x9(x) dx. 
1 
(1.4) 
(l-5) 
Conversely, if 0 < a < 2 and if f(t) satisfies (1.3), the existence of (1.5) 
implies that of (1.4). 
Our object in this paper is to extend Heywood’s results to other integral 
transforms, particularly those with oscillatory Fourier type of kernels such as 
J”(x) and Y,(X). Th ese k ernels do not belong to the Wiener class W [4, p. 2861 
but some related kernels, which appear subsequently, do. For this reason, 
like Heywood, it is natural for us to depend upon the powerful Wiener 
theory for the Tauberian implications. Basically, we follow the technique 
in [9]. However, to prove the results with one-sided Tauberian condition 
(1.3), we also need the concept of “variation diminishing regular summability 
kernels” which was used effectively in our earlier paper [lo]. 
Our treatment of the problem is systematic. It starts with the “0” Tauberian 
condition and leads up to the one sided condition (1.3). In the process, we 
obtain results which seem to be of sufficient interest in themselves. 
2. NOTATION AND BASC ASSUMPTIONS 
We consider only measurable functions. They are real unless otherwise 
specified. 
F(x), defined by (1.2), is the K-transform off. Under our assumptions on f 
and K, as stated below, it exists as an absolutely convergent integral for all 
x > 0. 
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Assumptions on k. 
(i) k(t) is uniformly bounded in 0 < t < co; 
(ii) k(t) = O(@, t + 0, a 3 0, 
(iii) k,(t) = ji k(u) du is uniformly bounded in 0 < t - 
Assumptions on f. 
(9 t”f (t) EW, I), 
(ii) f(t) EL(1, co). 
The functions J(t) and H(t) are defined as follows: 
J(t) = s,’ u-yk(u) du, o<y<1+cY; 
H(t) = /t+a u-“k(u) du, 0 < y < 1 + 01. 
By assumptions (2.1), 
J(a) = j=0+m u-yk(u) du 
exists. 
Assumptions on w. 
(i) w(t) is of bounded variation in 0 < t < co, 
(ii) t%(t) EL(0, co). 
: 
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(2.1) 
co. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
These conditions imply that w(t) is uniformly bounded and belongs to 
w, co>. 
The functions F*, k*, J*, H* are defined below. It can be shown that the 
integrals defining them converge absolutely for all x > 0. 
F*(x) = x-l Irn w(t/x) F(t) dt, 
0 
= 
I 
om w(t) F(xt) dt, 
k*(x) = x-l Jam w(t/x) k(t) dt, 
J*(x) = lo2 t-Y+lk*(t) dt, 
H*(x) = ISa t+‘k*(t) dt. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(W 
(2.10) 
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The Mellin transform of a function g, when it exists, is denoted by ut(g, s), 
m(g, s) = JoW P-lg(t) dt. (2.11) 
Throughout this paper, we assume 0 < y < 1 + 01. Any further restriction 
on y, whenever required, is stated explicitly. If 01 = 0, the set 
The integrals I,, n = 1,2 ,..., in Section 4, are not related to those in 
Section 6. The letters C, A4, I with or without subscript, denote constants, 
possibly different from one appearance to another. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. LetO<:y<l+c~ 2%~ 
;f and only ;f 
s 
-em 
x-“F(x) dx exists 
1 
ty-‘J(Xt)f(t) dt exists; 
and 
if and only if 
s 
1 
x-vF(x) dx exists 
-+O 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
!$I rn t’-lH(st) f (t) dt exists. (3.4) 
1 
The next theorem, with “0” condition is similar to Tauber’s first theorem 
for the power series [4, p. 1491. 
THEOREM 2. (a) If 4(t) EL(s, 1) for 0 <s < 1 and 4(t) = o(t-I) as 
t + 0, then 
I : $0) dt + e, 
s-+0+, (3.5) 
if and only if 
s 
l J(xt) 4(t) dt -+ j(a) 8, x -+ co. (3.6) 
0 
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(b) If@) EL(~, X) for 1 < X < cc and d(t) = o(t-l) as t -+ 03, then 
I 
lx c+(t) dt + e, x -+ co, (3.7) 
if and only if 
s 
= H(st) 4(t) dt -+ H(O) &, s-+0+. (3.8) 
1 
Theorems 1 and 2 together provide the first integrability theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 < y -=c 1 + 01. If f (t) = o(t-y) as t -+ O+, then 
s 
+cc 
x-‘F(x) dx exists (3.9) 
1 
if and only if 
s 
1 
t’-lf (t) dt exists. (3.10) 
+O 
Iff (t) - o(t-y) us t -+ co, then 
if and only if 
s 
1 
x+F(x) dx exists 
+O 
s 
-m t’-‘f (t) dt exists. 
1 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Since f(t)eL(l, 00) and F(x) is O(1) as x-+0, (3.11) and (3.12) are 
uninteresting for 0 < y < 1. However, Theorem 3 asserts that for y = 1 
and f (t) =F o(t-y), (3.11) must converge. 
The next theorem generalizes Theorem 2. It is comparable to Tauber’s 
second theorem [4, p. 1501. 
THEOREM 4. (a) Let 0 --c y -=z 1 + 01. If 
(i) 4(t) EL(s, 1) for 0 < s < 1, 
(ii) 4(t) > - Crl if 0 < y < 1, 
(iii) $r(s) = s: t%+(t) dt = o(s-I), s-+0+, 
then (3.5) if and only if (3.6). 
(b) Let fl < y < 1 + a~ If 
(9 4(t) EL(1, X), 1 < X < 03, 
(ii) +s(x) = jy t+(t) dt = o(xB), x -+ cm, 0 < /3 < 1, 
then (3.7) if and only if (3.8). 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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Theorem 4(b) fails when /3 = y. We can include this case if we strengthen 
the hypothesis on 4. 
THEOREM 5. If 0 < y = /3 ,< 1, the conclusion of Theorem 4(b) holds 
provided that the condition (ii) is replaced by (ii)‘. 
(ii)’ For some 6 > 0, 
y&(x) = o(Xs(log x)-i--6), x-+ co. 
We can now state our second integrability theorem. It is based on 
Theorem 4 and extends Theorem 3 except when y = 1 in Theorem 3(b). 
THEOREM 6. (a) Let 0 < y < 1 + 01. If 
(i) Ji @f(t) dt = o(s-l), s -+ 0+, 
(ii) f(t) > -CtP $0 < y 9 1, 
then (3.9) if and only if (3.10). 
(b) Let 01 > 0 and 1 < y < 1 + 01. If 
(3.15) 
s ’ t’f (t) dt = o(x), x+ co, (3.16) 1 
then (3.11) if and only if (3.12). 
Next, we would like to replace the “0” Tauberian condition in Theorem 3, 
by the “0” condition f (t) = O(t+). T o p rove the implications (3.9) =z- (3.10) 
and (3.11) + (3.12), we require thatm(k, 1 - y + ix) # 0 for all real X. In 
that case J(l/t) belongs to the Wiener class W for 0 < y < a: and H(t) 
belongs to this class for 1 < y < 01+ 2. However, if we apply general 
Tauberian theorem to (3.2) and (3.4) d irectly, we do not obtain any worth- 
while conclusion. According to Hardy [4, p. 3021, it is usually possible to 
reduce the problem by comparatively simple argument to a form where 
Wiener theory is applicable. For this purpose, we use the regular summability 
technique. 
THEOREM 7. If 
W, 1 - y - ix)m(w, y + ix) # 0, --co<x<co, (3.17) 
then J*(l/t) and H*(t) belong to W. 
THEOREM 8. (a) 
s 
-tm 
s 
+co 
x-yF(x) dx converges + x-yF*(x) dx converges. 
1 1 
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@I 
f 
1 
s 
1 
x-‘F(x) dx converges 3 x-yF*(x) dx converges. 
+O +O 
THEOREM 9. (a) 
s 
-cc 
x+F*(x) dx converges =S X-l 
1 s 
l P-“J*(tX)f(t) dt -+ 0, X-+ co. 
0 
s 
1 
s 
m x-yF*(x) dx converges * s t’H*(ts)f(t) dt ---f 0, s-+0+. 
-PO 1 
The following theorem can be proved under somewhat weaker assumptions 
on f, namely, pf(t) E L(0, 1) and t-If(t) E L(1, co). We shall need the 
Tauberian implications of this theorem to prove our main result. 
THEOREM 10. (a) 
s 
1 
S t’-2f(t) dt -+ t, s--to+ (3.18) 
s 
implies 
x-1 J’ ty-“J*(tX)j(t) dt ---f h(k*, 1 - y), X -+ 00. (3.19) 
0 
Conversely, ifm(k*, 1 - y - ix) # 0 for - co < x < co and 
f(t) = O(t-q, O<t<l, (3.20) 
then (3.19) * (3.18). 
(b) 
X-1 
s 
*t’f(t)dt-tC, X-+ 00 (3.21) 
1 
implies 
S 
s 
m t”H*(ts) f (t) dt -+ eTl@*, 1 - y), SjOf. (3.22) 
1 
Conversely, ;f ln(K*, 1 - y + ix) # 0 for ---a3 < x < CO and 
f(t) = O(t-y), t> 1, (3.23) 
then (3.22) + (3.21). 
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(c) If h*(t) 2 0, thenf(t) = O(t-v) in (3.20) and (3.23) cm be replaced by 
f(t) > - ct-y. (3.24) 
The last theorem is our main integrability theorem. 
THEOREM 11. (a) If 0 < y < 1 and f(t) satisfies (3.24) fw 0 < t < 1 
or if 1 < y < 1 + OL, then (3.10) * (3.9). Conwersely, if 0 < y < 1 + (Y, 
m(h, 1 - y - ix) # 0 f OY -co < x < co and f(t) sutisjes (3.20), then 
(3.9) 3 (3.10). 
Furthermore, if K*(t) > 0 and m(w, y + z%) # 0 for --00 < x < 00, then 
(3.20) can be replaced by (3.24) for 0 < t < 1. 
(b) If 1 < y < 1 + OL, then (3.12) +- (3.11). Conwersely, if 1 < y < 1 + 01, 
m(K, 1 - y - ix) # 0 f or --a < x < co and f(t) sutisJes (3.23), then 
(3.11) * (3.12). 
Furthermore, if K*(t) > 0 and m(w, y + zk) # 0 fw --co < x < co, then 
(3.23) can be replaced by (3.24) for t 3 1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS l-6 
F(x) is bounded in every finite interval (0, I?), 0 < R < co. J(x) and H(x) 
are continuous, bounded functions of x in 0 < x < co. Furthermore, 
0(x% 
F(x) = IO(l), 
x-+ co, 
x-+ 0. 
J(x) = (;;;a;,-,), ; I: z9 
H(x) = g~y;v:‘F 
x-+ co, 
x -+ 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.3) 
These properties follow directly from the definition of these functions and 
the assumptions (2. l), (2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
I 
X 
1 
x-‘F(x) dx = JT,xx-“dx cf(t) K(xt) dt, 
= ia t’-if(t) (s,“” u-vh(u) du) dt, 
= s,’ t’-Yw (s,“” @‘h(u) du dt + I1 . ) 
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The interchange in the order of integration is justified by the absolute con- 
vergence of the double integral. 
) I1 ) = j jlrn t-f(t) (jtX” zPk(u) du) dt / 
< Ml I c0 P-1 1 f(t)] t-y dt. 1 
Therefore, by the dominated convergence theorem, II tends to a limit as 
X -+ co. Also, by (4.2), 
-6’ Wf(t) dt j” u-‘%(u) du = j’ t’-tf(t) J(t) dt 
0 0 
converges. Hence (3.1) if and only if (3.2). Again, 
I 
I 
s 
x-T(x) dx = jsl x-y dx [jol + lwf(t) k(xt) dt) , 
= 1, + j’ x-y dx [=f(t) k(xt) dt, 
s 
= 1, + jlm @f(t) dt j t u-%(u) du. 
St 
I 1, I = / jsl x+ dx j’f(t) k(xt) dt j 
s 
1 < M, x-y+n ax 
0 I o1 ta If(t)1 dt. 
By the dominated convergence Theorem, I, tends to a limit as s --+ 0. By (4.3), 
f 
m 
t’-if(t) dt 
1 s 
--)O” u-%(u) du = jm @f(t) H(t) dt 
t 1 
converges. Hence (3.3) if and only if (3.4). 
Proof of Theorem 2. (a) 
J(~J) s,:x 4(t) dt = llx U(a) - .&WI W dt + jol JW) b(t) dt 
l/X 
- 
I JW) 4(t) dt, 
=I0 ;I*-&. 
4091443-3 
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We shall prove that 1s and I5 tend to zero as X+ 00. Since +(t) = 0(1/t) as 
t -+ 0, let I+(t)\ < (e/t) for 0 < t < 6 and let X > l/6. 
< s s l;x + 81 IWWl I WI & 
<CM s” 
11X 
t-‘(Xt)-y d  + M 1’ 1q%(t)/ (X -y dt, 
6 
<EM I m t-y-l dt + X-“O(I), 1 
< M,(E + x-q. 
I4 I d /‘lx I &VI I WI 4 
0 
s 
l/X 
< CM, (Xt)l+ar-y t-l dt, 
0 
s 
1 
= en/l, u”-y du, 
0 
Since E is arbitrary, I3 and I5 tend to zero as X -+ co. Hence (3.5) if and only 
if (3.6). 
(b) The proof of part (b) is similar. 
II(O) J”‘+(t) dt = 1”’ {H(O) - II(st)} +(t) dt + lrn H(st) q%(t) dt
1 1 1 
- 
s 
O" W) b(t) dt, 
l/S 
= I8 + I, - I, . 
Let I $(t)l < (e/t) for t 3 T and let s < (l/T). 
and 
I 1, I < j.’ I J(4l I WI dt + E J;” I JWI t-l dt 1 
I 4 I < E I; I WI t-l dt. 
With the help of (4.2) and (4.3), we can show as earlier that Is and Is tend to 
zero as s + 0. Hence (3.7) if and only if (3.8). 
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Proof of Theorem 3. This is a straightforward application of Theorems 1 
and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. (We follow Heywood [9, Lemmas 4, 8, lo].) (a) 
Therefore, 
and 
(4.4) 
Let 
l’&(t) dt - j’+(t) dt + 0 as s -+ 0. (4.5) 
s 
7(t) = W) - 4(t)> O<t,(l. (4.6) 
jol 4(t) J&m> dt = jol $x(t) J(Xt> dt - j’ dt) JW) dt. (4.7) 
0 
By Theorem 2, 
s o1 A(t) JW> dt - J(a) 4 X - ~0 
if and only if 
I i1 41(t) dt -+ 4 
s -+ 0. 
Hence, if 
s 
1 
~(4 J&W dt - 0 as x-t co, (4.8) 
0 
then (4.5) and (4.7) imply that J-t 4(t) J(Xt) dt + J(a) I if and only if 
fio$(t) dt = 8. We prove (4.8). 
For 0 < E < 1, choose 6 such that 
1 tdl(t)l < dl+a)ly for 0 < t < 6. (4.9) 
Let T = e-l/+‘, X > (T/6) so that (T/X) < 6. 
s,l dt) JW> dt = jrjx + j;,x dt) .P’t) 4 
0 
= 19 + 110 * 
(4.10) 
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BY (4.4), 
< &f4YCl + @+“)IYc, I 
TIX X(Xt)- dt, 
= &+awCl + .(l+u~,y(y(; + a - y) IF+-, 
(4.11) 
= dl++cl + cc, , 
T)(t) j(m) dt - 1' r](t) H(Xt) dt. 
TIX 
By (4.4) and (4.9) 
(4.12) 
II ;,dl(f) JYXO dt 1 G j-” T/X + l1 I ddt)l I WWl dt, 
< ecl+a)iYjjg j-T;x t-‘(Xt)-v dt + MX-” [’ 1 $l(t)l t-” dt, 
8 
< dl++(M/y) + x-yM,(G). (4.14) 
To complete the proof, we only have to show that Ji,x+(t) H(Xt) dt -+ 0 
asX-+co. 
s ix C(t) HP) dt = 1” TIX 
+ j-‘+(t) Wxt) 4 
8 
= 41 + 4, * 
I 42 I d JLY-~ i1 I #)I rY dt 
= X-W,(G). 
To prove that 111 + 0 as X--+ 03, we consider the cases y < 1 and y > 1 
separately. If 1 < y < 1 + 01, 
41 = -41(t) tmwGTx 
+ 6, h(t) W-W dt- x [ix tM> (-WY 4-W dt. 
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Therefore, 
II 1:,+(t) H(Xt) dt 1 < 2&a+JC1 + P@)lYM J” T,x t-‘(Xt)+ dt 
+ ,c1+a/yc2 
s 
6 X(Xt)-y dt, 
TIX 
< •Q++{2C~ + (M/y) + (y - 1)” c,>. 
Finally, if 0 < y < 1, 
111 = J;,x{+(t) + ct-l> IiqXt) dt - c /ix t-W(Xt) dt 
so that 
IL1 < q;x16(t) + ct-ll(-w~dt + MCI8 t"(Xt)-y dt, 
TIX 
< M Jix+(t) (Xt)-” dt + 2MC j-m t-“-l dt, 
T 
= 4, + 44 * 
Obviously, 
114 = (2MC/y) T-7 = (2MC/y) E. 
I 13 = MX-y - dl(t) t--v+l 
1 I;,, + (1 - Y) j-i, 41(t) t-+ dtj 
so that 
I 113 I < ME(~+~)I”{(X~?)-~ + T+) + M(l - 7) j-” I cjl(t)l (Xt)-y dt. 
T/X 
If 0 < y -=z 1, by (4.14) the last term is no more than .&+~)lv(l - y) (M/y). 
If y = 1, the last term is zero. 
This proves Theorem 4(a). 
(b) 
s lm d(t) WIdt (4.15) 
= d2(t) t-lH(st) Ia + s j-= (b2(t) t-l(st)-‘k(st) dt + jlm &(t) t-V+) dt. 
1 1 
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The integrated term is zero at both ends. Let 1 t-B#s(t)j < E for t > T and 
let s-l > T. 
(4.16) 
] Ills / < SM j;” ) t-B&(t)1 (st)“-vtB-l dt, 
f 
l/s 
< cMsl+=--v tar-v+b-ldt 1 
T 
(4.17) 
1, s-+0+, rfa+B, l+a-y -/- 9-3 O(1) 
= :5s+“-‘o[log(l,s)], 1 s-+0+, r=a+P. 
I 4, I < sM Iye I t-%(t)l (St)-’ ts-l dt 
s 
co 
< ,Msl-y tE-v-1 & (4.18) 
l/S 
= l Msl-B(y - @-I, ,4 < y. 
From (4.15)-(4.18) it follows that as s + Of, 
I m 4(t) H(st) dt + ll if and only if s m t-2+2(t) H(st) dt 3 tl . 1 1 
Also, 
j-lxW dt =-=$2(X> + j-lxt-2qW)dt, 
so that s;” 4(t) dt converges if and only if s;‘” t-2+2(t) dt converges. Since 
t-2&(t) = o(t-l), t + cc, the conclusion now follows from Theorem 2(b). 
Proof of Theorem 5. We note that the condition (ii)’ implies (ii). 
We need the stronger assumption in the discussion of (4.18) only. 
1 11, 1 < SM Jrn 1 t-B$2(t)/ (St)-‘F-l dt 
1fS 
= o [sl-y fl; (log t)-1-8 t-l dt 1 
= o{sl-y[log( 1 Is)]-“}, s--to+, O</?=y<l. 
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Proof of Theorem 6. This is a straightforward application of Theorems 
1 and 4. 
5. BEHAVIOR OF k*,F*,J*, AND H* 
Theorems 7-11 are concerned, directly or indirectly, with the functions 
k*, F”, J*, and H*. These functions were defined in Section 2. In this 
section we obtain the behavior of these functions. 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) k*(x) = O(l), 0 < x < 00, 
(ii) k*(x) = 0(x=), x -+ 0, 
(iii) xk*(x) = O(l), 0 < x < 03. 
Proof. The first two are obvious from (2.6). We prove (iii). 
(5.1) 
X jox w(t) k(xt) dt = w(X) k,(xX) - Iox k,(xt) dw(t). 
The right side is uniformly bounded in x > 0, X > 0. 
LEMMA 2. F*( ) ’ b d d x ES oun e in every Jinite interval (0, R), 0 < R < 00. 
Furthermore, 
Proof. By (4.1), 
IF*Wl G lrn I401 IW4l at, 
0 
< s m I w(t)1 Ml +Nl;x~tq at, 0 
= O(1) + O(xa). 
LEMMA 3. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
1 
I 
w-) + O(l), afy, x--to, 
H*(x) = w%(l/41, a = y, x-+0, (5.4) 
0(x-y-l), x--t 00. 
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Proof. We observe that by (5.1) (ii), 
J*(x) = jf t-~+lh*(t) dt 
= 0 (I t-“+l+a dt) , x + 0, 
whereas by (5.1) (iii), 
J*(x) = O(1) + 0 (J1” t-“dt) , x+ 00. 
Similarly, 
H*(x) = [SW t-h*(t) dt 
1 
0 (j- t-“-2 dt) , x+ co, 
= 
O(l)=+ 0 (1’ t--+a dt) , x-+ 0. 
LE 
LEMMA 4. 1*(1/x) and H*(x) EL(O, co), 0 < y < 1 + (Y. 
Proof. From (5.3) and (5.4), it follows that X-“/*(X) and H*(x) belong 
toqo, a). 
We shall also need the following well-known result [8, Lemmas 1, 71. 
LEMMA 5. (a) If #(t) EL@, 1) for 0 < s < 1 and if Jt,, #(t) dt comerges, 
then 
I 
1 
s t-l+(t) dt -+ 0 as s --f 0. 
s 
(b) If a/i(t) EL( 1, X) for 1 < X < co and if K” #(t) dt converges, then 
X-l~xt#(t)dt-+O as X-t co. 
1 
6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 7-11 
Proof of Theorem 7. We note that for 0 < y < 1 + 01, 
irn t-y-izh(t) dt = (y + ix) ia t-‘-l-i”kl(t) dt. 
The integral on the right converges absolutely. Also, w(t) ty++-1 EL(O, co). 
Therefore, m(K, 1 - y - ix) and m(w, y + ix> both exist for 0 < y < 1 + 0~. 
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If, for some such y, their product has no zeros in -00 < x < CO, it follows 
that neither one of them can vanish for real x. 
tn{]*(l/t), 1 + ix} = jOw ,-2-i”J*(t) dt. 
We apply integration by parts and then use Lemma 3 to obtain 
m(J*(l/t), 1 + ix) = (1 + ix)-’ IT@*, 1 - y - ix). 
Similarly, by Lemma 3 again 
lll(H*(t), 1 + 2.X) = (1 + ix)-’ l?@*, 1 - y + 2.x). 
Clearly, m(k*, 1 - y + ix) exists. Furthermore, 
s 
X 
t-Y+i”k*(t) dt = 
0 
w(u) du jOx t-Y+i*k(tu) dt, 0) 
ux = s u~-~~-~cu(u) du v+i”k(y) dy. 0 s 0 y- 
Therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
m(k*, 1 - y + ix) = m(w, y - ix) m(k, 1 - y + ix). 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Since, by Lemma (4), J*(l/t) and H*(t) belong toL(0, co), (6.1)-(6.3) imply 
that they belong to the Wiener class W. 
Proof of Theorem 8. (a) 
s 
X 
1 
x-F(x) dx = r x-7-l (r w(t/x)F(t) dt) dx. 
The double integral converges absolutely. Therefore, 
X 
x-F*(x) dx = irn F(t) dt Lx w(t/x) x-y-l dx, 
s 
m 
= t-F(t) dt u’-‘W(U) du, 
0 
= [ + r (t-T(t) s,:,u”-‘w(u) du) dt, 
= I1 + I, . 
1 I1 j < Jb’ t-y ) F(t)\ dt IO’ u”-l 1 w(u)\ du, 
= 0 (( t-y j F(t)/ dt jot c-l du) , 
= O(1). 
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Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem, I1 converges as X + co. Let 
G(x) = J“ t+(t) dt. 
1 
G(x) is bounded and tends to a limit 8, say, x -+ cc. If we integrate I2 by 
parts, the integrated term vanishes at both ends and we obtain, 
I, = - j-= G(t) t”%(t) dt + X-l Irn G(t) (t/X)+ c&/X) dt, 
1 1 
=- j-m G(t) t?+eo(t) dt + j-m G(Xt) t”%(t) dt. 
1 l/X 
The first integral converges and the second integral tends to the limit 
6’s: ty%(t) dt by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. This 
completes the proof. 
(b) Let 
G,(s) = 1’ t-T(t) dt, (6.4) s 
G,(S) is bounded and tends to a limit, say e, , as s --+ 0. In the following 
integral, we change the order of integration by the absolute convergence of 
the double integral and thus obtain, 
s 1 .% x-F*(x) dx = la t-T(t) dt Itt” u’-‘co(u) du, 
= l + lrn (t+‘(t) s,“’ zc’%(u) du) dt, 
= I3 + I4 . 
II, I < Lrn rY I F(t)1 0,” uy-l I w(u)1 du) dt, 
- la u”-~ 1 w(u)1 du lU t-y 1 F(t)1 dt, - 
= 0 (J’p u-l 1 w(u)1 ;j; t-y+= dt) du) , 
= O(1). 
Hence I4 converges as s + 0. Next, we integrate I3 by parts. The integrated 
term vanishes at both ends and we get, 
-IO = I1 G,(t) t”-b(t) dt - s-l l1 G,(t) (t/s>‘-1 w(t/s) dt, 
0 0 
E.z s’ G,(t) t”-h(t) dt - 1”’ G,(h) r’%(t) dt. 
0 0 
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The first integral converges and the second integral tends to a limit as s --t 0 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 9. (a) We observe that 
F”(x) = x-1 
s ,u 4t/x> F(t) dt, 
= x-1 lam f (4 du lorn 4/x) +t) dt, (6.5) 
= 
I 
om f (u) k*(m) du. 
By Lemma 5(b), l;” xyF*(x) dx converges implies 
as X-+00. (6.6) 
‘U 
x-1 x 
s 
x-I-l dx 
1 s 
omf(u) k*(ux) du -+ 0 
But, by Lemma l(iii), 
X-l j-” x-y+= dx 
1 
Ilrn f (u) K*(ux) d 
= 0 (X-l Jlx x-y dx $ u--l 
= 0(X-y) + 0(X-l log X), 
Also, 
x-1 l 
s 
x-+l dx 
0 s 
,’ f (t) k*(h) dt 
I rl l-1 
If@4 du) 9 
x-+ 00. 
(6.7) 
= 0 {X-l J 
0 
x--Y+~+~ dx J 
0 
ta 1 f(t)] dt) , (63) 
= 0(X-l), x-+ co. 
Hence, by (6.7) and (64, (6.6) implies 
X-1 1” x-y+l dx 
0 
IO1 f (u) k*(w) du -+ 0 as x-+ co. VW 
We interchange the order of integration in (6.9) to obtain 
x-1 j’ tY--PJ*(tX)f(t) dt --+ 0 as X-t 00. 
0 
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(b) By (6.5) and Lemma 5(a), 
s 1 s p+l& 8 I omf(u) k*(m) du -+ 0 as s 4 0. 
But, 
s 1 s x-y-l dx 8 s f f(u) k*(w) du = /;;)&-(;(~-y)9 y b z a9 s , , ;z,” . 
Also, 
s 
m 
S x-y-1 dx s -+ 0. 
1 I 
lmf(i) k*(ux) du = O(s), 
Hence, 
f 
m 
S x-y-l dx as s + 0. 
s s 
lmf(u) k*(w) du -+ 0 
We change the order of integration to obtain 
S 
s 
m u~H*(.w) f(u) du -+ 0 as s * 0. 
1 
Proof of Theorem 10. (a) Assume (3.18). Let 
and let 
Obviously, 
y(t) = f (t) - cry, O<t,<l (6.10) 
m = s,’ t~-~r](t) dt. (6.11) 
t(s) = j-’ @f(t) dt + L - (l/s), 
8 
= o(V), s + 0. (6.12) 
X-l s,’ t’-2J*(tX) f (t) dt = X-l s’ 
0 
P-~J*(~X) Il(t) dt + 8X-l 1’ t-2J*(tX) dt. 
0 
BY (64, 
8X-l l s t “J*(Xt) dt + &t(k*, 1 - y), as X+ co. (6.13) 0 
Let 
I5 = x-1 J’ r2v(t) /*(Xt) dt. 
0 
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We integrate I5 by parts and obtain, 
I5 = s l&t) (Xt)-v+l k*(Xt) dt. 0 
Let 1 t(t)\ < (e/t) for 0 < t < 6 < 1, 
I I.5 I < 6 lo6 t-l(Xt)-y+l 1 k*(Xt)I dt 
+ j-*’ I &)I (XV”+l I k*(Xt)l dt, 
(6.14) 
=E j”” t-’ 1 k*(t)1 dt + X-f 1 t(t)1 t-y I Xtk*(Xt)l dt, 
0 6 
= EO(1) + 0(X-y), x+ co. 
The last equality follows by Lemma 1. Thus 1s -+ 0 as X -+ co and so by 
(6.13), (3.18) => (3.19). 
To prove the converse, we note that (3.19) can be written as 
X-1 
s 
m t-“(l/t) J*(X/t) dt -+ ht(k*, 1 - y), X + cg. 
1 
Also, by (6.1), 
lorn I*( 1 it> dt = lorn t-2J*(t) dt = m(k*, 1 - y), 
and by (6.3) and Theorem 7, J*(l/t) E W. Finally, by (3.20), t-yf(l/t) = O(1) 
for 1 < t < co. Hence, by Wiener’s general Tauberian theorem [4, Theo- 
rem 2321, 
x-1 1” t-“‘(l/t) dt + L as X4 co 
1 
or 
J 
1 
s @f(t) dt ---f L as s -+ 0. 
s 
(b) Let ql(t) =f(t) - tPt+‘, t >, 1 and let 
-h(X) = s,’ t%(t) dt- 
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Assume (3.21). Then 
&l(X) = j%f(t) dt - ex + e 
1 
= o(X), x-+ 00. 
s jm t”H*(st)f(t) dt = s jm tyl(t) H*(d) dt + 4’s jm H*(d) dt. 
1 1 1 
By (6.2), 
CS 
s 
m H*(d) dt -b z%t(k*, 1 - y) as s --+ 0. (6.15) 
1 
Let 
I, = s 
s 
,a tyl(t) H*(d) dt. 
1 
Integrate I6 by parts and use Lemma 3 to obtain, 
I, = s2 
s 
a c&(t) (St)-‘-1 k*(st) dt. 
1 
Let 1 .fl(t)l < et for t > T so that 
1 IO 1 < s2 s’ 1 &(t)I (st)=-“-l dt + ES jrm (St)-’ 1 k*(st)j dt 
1 
(6.16) 
= O(sm+l-y) + EO(1). 
The last equality follows by Lemma 1. Thus IB -+ 0 as s + 0 and so, by 
(6.15) and (6.16) (3.21) 3 (3.22). 
Conversely, by (6.3) and Theorem 7, H*(t) E W. Also, by (6.2), 
s 
m H*(t) dt = m(k*, 1 - 7) 
0 
and by (3.23), t%f(t) = O(1). Hence, by Wiener’s theorem [4, Theorem 2321, 
(3.22) => (3.21). 
(c) m(K*, 1 - y - ix) # 0 for -co < x < w. This insures that k*(t) 
is not a null function. Since K*(t) > 0, there exist 8, , 6, > 0 such that 
J*(S,) > 0 and H*(6,) > 0. Hence 1*(1/t) > j*(S,) > 0 for 0 < t < (l/6,) 
and H*(t) > H*(6,) > 0 for 0 < t < 6, . The conclusion now follows 
from another well-known theorem [4, Theorem 2361. 
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Proof of Theorem 11. (a) After Theorem 6(a), it is enough to prove that 
the condition (3.15) (i) is satisfied, i.e., 
I 
1 
S @f(t) dt -+ 0 as s -+ 0. (6.17) 
s 
By Lemma 5, (3.10) implies (6.17). T o p rove the converse, choose w(x) = e-” 
if f(x) = 0(x-y). By Theorems 8(a) and 9(a), j;” x-yF(x) dx converges 
implies that X-l j: ty-“J*(Xt)f(t) dt -+ 0 as X---f co and then, by Theorem 
10(a), (6.17) holds. 
(b) We prove that 
(6.18) 
and apply Theorem 6(b). By the regularity of the (C, 1) method of summabil- 
ity, it is obvious that (3.12) 3 (3.11). To prove the converse, choose 
w(x) = e-” if f(x) = 0(x-y). By Theorems 8(b) and 9(b), ft,, x-vF(x) dx 
converges implies that 
s s m tvH*(st) f(t) dt -+ 0 as s--+0 1 
and then, by Theorem 10(b), (6.18) holds. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we discuss some well-known transforms and determine 
the extent to which Theorem 11 is applicable to them. 
1. The Hankel transform 
Let 
k(x) = xl’“Jv(x), V>--$. (7.1) 
It is well-known that this kernel is continuous and uniformly bounded in 
0 < x < 03. By [l, p. 85(3)], 
Xl’2J”(X) = Cl cos(x - 1/2m - 1/4rr) 
+ C,x-l sin(x - 1/2vrr - l/h) + O(xe2), x> 1. 
(7.2) 
Therefore, h(x) is uniformly bounded. Also, 
J”(X) - 2-“[I+ + I>]-’ x”, x + 0, (7.3) 
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so that 
h(x) = o(x”+l’y, x + 0. (7.4) 
By [2, Vol. 1, p. 326(l)], 
8 1/g w2 + 42 + a> 
m(h, 4 = 2 - qv/2 - s/2 + 2) - (7.5) 
Hence m(/z, 1 - y - ix) # 0 when y > 0. Finally, let 
w(x) = xv+lR.yz. (7.6) 
m(w, y + z&) = T(Y + $ + y + ix) and so does not vanish for any real x. 
Clearly w(x), as defined by (7.6), satisfies the conditions (2.6). By [2, vol. 2, 
Pa 2vn 
h*(Y) = km xv+l/2e-~(xy)l/2 JJxy) dx, 
= +/2 2v+1qv + $) y+l/2( 1 + ya)-Y-s/2, (7.7) 
> 0, o<y<aL 
From (7.2)-(7.7) it follows that we may state Theorem 11 for the Hankel 
transform, v + 4 > 0, as follows. 
(a) If either 0 < y < 1 and f(t) satisfies (3.24) for 0 < t < 1 or 
1 < y < v + 4, then (3.10) =z- (3.9). C onversely, if f(t) satisfies (3.24) for 
0 < t < 1, then (3.9) 3 (3.10). 
(b) If 1 < y < Q + v, (3.12) 3 (3.11). Conversely, if 1 < y < Q + v 
andf(t) satisfies (3.24) for t 2 1, then (3.11) 3 (3.12). 
For v = -J& we obtain Heywood’s Theorems l-3 for the sine and the 
cosine transform respectively. According to our convention as stated in 
Section 2, when v = -8, the set {y 1 1 < y < v + Q} = D’. In that case, 
Theorem 1 l(b) is not applicable and Theorem 1 l(a) is applicable only for 
O<y<l. 
2. The Y-transform 
Let 
h(x) = X’I”Y”(X), O<lvl xi!. (7.8) 
Y, is the Bessel function of the second kind or Neumann’s function [I, p. 41. 
The kernel x112Yy(x) is uniformly bounded in 0 < x < CO. From the asymp- 
totic behavior of Y,(x) for large x [l, p. 85(4)], it follows that K,(x) is also 
uniformly bounded. By [I, p. 4(4)] and [I, p. 8(33)], as x -+ 0, 
x1’2 yJx) = I 
(q&2-Id), 0 < I v I < 4, 
O(xl’2 log( l/x)], v = 0. (7.9) 
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By [2, vol. 1, p. 329(17)], 
m(k, s) = - 2”-%-?q1/2s + lj2V + a> q 1/2s - 1/2V + )) 
x cos(l/2s - 1/2V + a> 7r. 
(7.10) 
Since v and y are real, the zeros of m(k, s) are all real. For u fixed, 0 < 1 v ) < 9, 
our interest is mainly in the values of y for which m(k, 1 - y) = 0 and 
O<Y<$- IVI, 
m(k, 1 - y) = -2r’a-?r-rqg - 1/2r + l/24 r(z - 1/2r - l/24 
x cos@ - 1/2y - l/24 7T. 
(7 11) 
There is exactly one value of y, namely y = 4 - V, such that 
cos($ - 1/2y - l/24 ?T = 0, 
o<y<g-/VI and O<lvl<8. 
From (7.11) it follows that y = 4 - Y is indeed a zero of m(K, 1 - y). Finally, 
we note that for v = 0, K(X) # O(X~/~) but we can consider K(X) = O(xlP-#) 
for every E > 0. We may now sum up our results as follows. 
Let P(x) be the Y-transform off(x), 0 < I v 1 < &, and let f(x) satisfy the 
appropriate “0” conditionf(x) = 0(x-y). Then the conclusion of Theorem 
11(b) holds for 1 < y < 3 - j v / whereas the conclusion of Theorem 11(a) 
holds for 0 < y < 8 - j v / , y # 4 - v. 
3. The K-transform 
Let 
k(x) = x’wqx), O<v<Q. (7.12) 
K,(X) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind [l, p. 51. From the 
properties of this function, it is easy to verify that k(x) > 0 for x > 0 and that 
K(X) and K,(X) are uniformly bounded. As x --f 0, 
(7.13) 
By [2, vol. 1, p. 331(26)], 
m(k, s) = 25-3’sr(1/2s + & - l/24 q1/2s + $ +1/2v). 
Since k(x) > 0, the consideration of W(X) is unnecessary. However, to satisfy 
the conditions of Theorem 11, let 
w(x) = I 
1, O<X<l, 
0, x > 1. 
40914413-4 
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Obviously K*(x) > 0; m(K, S) and m(w, S) do not vanish for any S. Hence, for 
the K-transform, we may apply Theorem 11 with only one sided Tauberian 
condition on f; 0 < y < Q - Y in part (a) and 1 < y < 8 - v in part (b). 
For v = B, K(x) = (v/2) 1 2 e-“. In this particular case, detailed results are / 
given by Heywood [6, 7, 81. 
4. 
Let 
k(x) = sin(x-“), v > 1. (7.14) 
This kernel is uniformly bounded but highly oscillatory near x = 0, 
k,(x) = L’ sin(t-Y) dt, 
s 
co 
=v -1 u-(l+llv) sin u du. 
5-y 
The above integral converges as x + co. Hence h(x) is uniformly bounded. 
By [2, vol. 1, p. 317(l)] 
in(k, s) = v-lT(- s/v) sin(- 7rs/2v), (7.15) 
so that m(K, 1 - y + ix) has no zeros in 0 < y < 1. Let 
w(x) = X-(v+l)e-r-", x > 0. 
We can easily verify that W(X) and W’(X) belong to L(0, co) and that 
m(w, y + ix) has no zeros in 0 < y < 1. Finally, since the Fourier sine 
transform of a decrasing function is nonnegative [I 1, p. 1691, 
k*(x) = Joa w(y) sin(xy)-” dy, 
s 
00 
=v -1 emt sin(tx-V) dt (7.16) 
0 
> 0, o<x<aL 
Hence, for this transform, Theorem II(a), with one sided Tauberian condi- 
tion on f and 0 < y < 1, is applicable but Theorem 11(b) is not. 
5. 
Let m(k, s) belong to the Hardy-Titchmarsh class of functions K’ 
[5, p. 1411, so that: 
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(i) m(K, s) is regular in the strip u1 < Re s < os , or < 0, o2 > 1, 
except perhaps for a finite number of simple poles on the imaginary axis; 
(ii) m(K, s) = r (s) cos( l/zSr) {S, + Sir1 + 0( 1 s-2 I)} for large positive 
t, s = u + it, al < (T < u2 . 
Since K(X) is real, by the reflection principle, m(k, s) takes conjugate values 
at conjugate points in the strip or < Re s < u2 . 
Whenever m(K, s) E K’, k(x) has the following representation: 
44 = vG(~) + C2K2W + G&(4 + GG9 + &A4 (7.17) 
where 
K,(x) = cos x, K,(x) = sin X, 
B&(x) = x-l sin X, K&x) = &(sin x - x cos X), 
while KS(x) is uniformly bounded and 0(x-r-“) as x -+ CO, 0 < S < u2 - 1 
[5, Lemma 91. 
We can easily verify that K(X) and K,(X) are uniformly bounded. If we assume 
further that m(K, s) # 0 in the strip 0 < u < 1, Theorem 1 l(a) with the “0” 
Tauberian condition onf(x) is applicable whenever 0 < y < 1. 
We may mention here that many symmetrical as well as unsymmetrical 
Fourier kernels including the Hankel transform kernel x112Jy(x) and the 
Y-transform kernel x~‘~YJx) have the representation (7.17). Certain G and 
H functions considered by Fox also have similar form [3]. 
8. REMARKS 
1. It is interesting to note that if f(x) = 0(x-y) in Theorem 1 I, the 
function W(X) has no importance except in the construction of the proof. We 
may choose W(X) = e-” whatever the kernel may be. If, however,f(x) satisfies 
only one sided condition, f(x) > -C-P, W(X) plays a significant role. In 
this case we require that k*(x) 3 0 so that the existence of such an W(X) is 
directly related to the properties of the kernel K(X). An example of Hardy 
[4, p. 3051 shows that in the case of one sided condition on f, some additional 
condition on the kernel is necessary. 
If m(K, s) is the ratio of r-functions, then, under certain conditions, there 
does exist an w(x) such that R*(x) > 0 but we are not aware of any general 
results in this direction. 
2. The condition (2.1) (ii) states that K(x) = 0(x”) as x -+ 0. If K(x) is 
not asymptotic to Crx” for some Cr as x -+ 0, let 
a’ = sup{ar 1 k(x) = O(P), X --f O}. 
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If CL’ > 0, we may replace a! by 0~’ in the statement of the Theorems. Examples 
of such kernels are &aY&) and xllsK,,(x), discussed in Section 7. 
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